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Abstract. BGP is a dynamic protocol used by Autonomous Systems
(AS) constituting the Internet to exchange information in order to set
up or remove links between AS. It takes into account the status of existing
links and the internal policy of the AS. New links can be either legitimate
or malicious. Having an objective way to detect route-leaks and/or route-
hijacks could be a good starting point for deciding to accept or reject
newly advertised links. In this work, an algorithm has been developed to
evaluate link reputation on the basis of metrics. The work proceeded in
three steps: first, BGPStream is used to overcome difficulties related to
the collection of BGP record files from various collectors and projects. In
the analysis phase (second phase), the algorithm is applied on collected
data. The final phase is to visualize the results with a modified version
of BGPlayJs to display the links reputation by coloring them from green
to red. This algorithm could be used for baseline leak/hijack detection.
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1 Introduction

BGP is the de facto inter-domains routing protocol used to maintain and
exchange routing information on Internet. AS PATH is one of the most impor-
tant attributes of BGP [13]. BGP peers implicitly trust each other [2,9]. Any
AS may announce and/or update any prefix (i.e., IP address blocks) even if
this prefix has already been assigned and/or announced by another AS or is
a bogon (illegal prefix) [7]. This implicit trust is the fertile breeding ground
for malicious activities, censorship and configuration errors. Various solutions
have been proposed to improve the security of the protocol, but most of them
remained at the project stage [2,9]. Since then, visualization solutions with their
user-friendly analysis approach stand out and get popular. However most of
those graphical solutions are not algorithm-based and are useless to detect if a
link is legitimate or malicious [1]. The goal of this paper is to develop a BGP
link reputation algorithm. For each link on each AS PATH, a reputation will be
computed based on other metrics. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
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Section 2 summarizes related work. Section 3 explain our methodology. Section 4
give details about our approach. Section 5 presents tests cases and the results.
Section 6 introduce African perspective while Sect. 7 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

Studies [4,5,15] are related to ASes trust. Konte et al., [10] focused on malicious
ASes fully dedicated to supporting cybercrime while Sankar et al., [14] developed
a framework to detect suspicious deviation in the AS PATH between a source and
destination. The linkrank project from UCLA was using only one metric. How-
ever, Lad et al. show in [11] the need to have more than one metric to evaluate
link reputation. The linkrank project from UCLA is a rare example of graphical
tool that is algorithm based and allows BGP routing dynamics observation [11].
Although, this project was abandoned since July 2011, the idea has been taken
up during the linkrank challenge from the Center for Applied Internet Data
Analysis (CAIDA) BGP hackathon [3]. The objective of CAIDA linkrank, was
to find a solution to help discriminate legitimate from malicious link information.
The algorithm described in this paper combines different metrics to determine
link reputation and clear the CAIDA linkrank challenge.

3 Methodology

This paper presents a proof of concept for link reputation computation. With
the huge amount of BGP data available, BGPStream [12] is an efficient tool
for processing large amounts of distributed and/or live BGP measurement data,
enabling rapid prototyping and large-scale monitoring applications building. The
JavaScript version of BGPlay [6]; BGPlayJS is used to visualize the algorithm
results. With those 2 tools already available, our solution can focus on the
algorithm part. In phase 1, BGPStream is used to collect BGP data during a
defined time interval. The last phase is about results where a modified version of
BGPlayJS is used to display the reputation of links by coloring them from green
to red. Red means that link has bad reputation while green means the oppo-
site. Phase 2 is the principal part where our intuition has been implemented in
mathematical functions and algorithms. Our implementation has been evaluate
with existing tests cases.

4 Approach

This study is based on the intuition that links with good reputation have a
majority of BGP announcements with little amount of bogon and that most
peers use those links. From this intuition, three metrics has been defined and
combine to compute the link reputation at a specific time: (i) link stability
(number of announcements vs withdrawn), (ii) bogon degree (number of bogon
per link) and finally (iii) link sensibility (number of prefixes - new and/or
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modified - per link between t2 and t1). Those metrics have been converted first
to mathematical functions and then as algorithms. For example, in an oriented
graph G = (V,E) where V = {v|v ∈ pathi} (nodes are ASN on specific AS PATH)
and E = {〈a, b〉|〈a, b〉 ∈ pathi} (edges between ASN), the bogon degree is given
by the following formula:

bogonst(〈a, b〉) =

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

n∑

i=0

1, if prefixti

⋂
bogonset

0, otherwise
(1)

where n is the total number of prefixes on link 〈a, b〉 for event t. For each event
(BGP annoncement) at time t and for each prefix i seen on link 〈a, b〉 between
ASes a and b, a positive counter is incremented by one if prefixti is present
in bogon database (bogonset from Team Cymru). With link stability, link
behavior is observed on each event by removing the number of withdrawn prefixes
from the number of announced prefixes. link sensibility metric is the one
used by the linkrank project from UCLA. This metric helps us to observe the
link utilization by peers and is taken as it is [11].

BGPStream helped us filter collected BGP events related to our tests cases.
For each of those test cases, a specific list of BGP events is available. For the
purpose of our study, a data structure called record has been added to each
BGP event result. Each record contains a list of links which represents each
link observed on the current AS PATH. In each link data structure, elements
like prefixes list and as path list are present.

Input: events list
Output: link reputation

1 while we still have event do
2 foreach record in event do
3 foreach link in record do
4 link stab ← Stability(link)
5 link bogon ← Bogons(link)
6 link sens ← Sensibility(link)
7 link reputation

← 1 + link stab − link bogon + link sens − link stablink bogon

8 end

9 end

10 end

Algorithm 1. Link Reputation (Main algorithm)

In the main algorithm (Algorithm1), while there are BGP events (line 1) and
record (line 2) from BGPStream, link reputation can be compute for each link
(line 3). link stability metric result is saved on link stab variable (line
4). On line 5, bogon degree metric result from function Bogon apply formula
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1 and the last metric link sensibility result is obtain on line 6. With all
components, the link reputation is compute by combining those metrics using
the formula on line 7. The last part this formula express exponential impact of
correlation between announcement and the type of prefixes. The 1 is a fallback
to make sure we have positive cost when others parts of the formula gives 0.
We have evaluated other formulas to combines those metrics without conclusive
results. Our tests shows that the current formula is quite acceptable as shown
in Sect. 5.

5 Results

Due to resources limitation, our implementation has been tested on four cases:
censorship (Youtube hijack), malicious activities (Link Telecom hijack), configu-
ration error (Malaysia Telekom route leaks) and country-wide outage on Egypt.
For each case, two states has been observed: one incident state and one control
state, called normal state. For the purpose of this paper, only Egypt country-
wide outage case will be discuss.

Fig. 1. Internet in Egypt offline (incident state)

Figure 1 presents the incident state where majority of the 3089 prefixes
(196.219.246.0/24, 81.21.104.0/24 and 193.227.0.0/18 are monitored for this
analysis) assigned to Egyptian Ases have been withdrawn on January 27th, 2011
[8]. We can notice a majority of red lines between Origin AS and transit/peers
Ases, helping us verify our intuition: a majority of the links have bad reputation.

Figure 2 is the normal state of this case (February 2nd, 2011). Here we have
mixed link color. Some have good reputation while other have bad reputation.
Since Egyptian Ases started advertising theirs prefixes as before the censorship,
reputation of those links is gradually migrating from bad to good.
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Fig. 2. Egypt back online (control state) (Color figure online)

6 African Perpective

The low density of Internet in Africa does not lower BGP threats in the conti-
nent. On the other hand, the lack of resources makes cheap security solutions a
requirement. This paper is a step in this direction. The next step is a real time
implementation of our solution that will be tested with operators we met during
African Peering and Interconnection Forum.

7 Conclusion

BGP is a resilient protocol providing stable inter-domain routing since late 1993.
BGP threats are well known but most proposed solution require significant
changes to be applied worldwide for the protocol, which would require global
agreement. However living with BGP threats is possible if these threats can
be quickly identified. This work is a response to the need expressed by linkrank
projects (UCLA and CAIDA). In this work a graphical link detection algorithm-
based tool has been introduced, to easily provide baseline leak/hijack detection.
However there is space for improvement. BGP is a large scale protocol, so massive
data analysis tools like machine learning algorithms has to be used to increase
the efficiency of the algorithm. Those technologies will also help to evaluate the
number of links detected with correct/expected reputation. There is also the
need to develop a more appropriate viewer, since BGPlayJS was not designed
to display only one line between ASes.
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